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Introduction 
This report contains information on the spring and summer field sampling efforts conducted by 
Coastal Conservation & Research (CC&R). The purpose of this field effort was to collect sportfish 
for a seventh season of data (in support of 1994, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2006, and 2009 surveys) in the 
ongoing study of Contamination in San Francisco Bay Sportfish. The work was contracted through 
the San Francisco Estuary Institute (SFEI) for the Regional Monitoring Program (RMP) for Trace 
Substances. 
 
This report includes sample collections over a 3.5 month period (April 21st through August 7th) 
encompassing eight trips. Coordination also occurred with the Department of Fish and Wildlife’s 
Herring Project in which they provided herring caught in December 2013. The initial CC&R 
sampling trip began in April 2014 targeting white sturgeon in southern San Francisco Bay. Sampling 
then moved to the central San Francisco Bay areas of Oakland Inner Harbor, San Francisco 
Waterfront, and Berkeley. San Pablo and Suisun Bays were sampled during later trips with special 
emphasis in the latter in support of the Suisun Bay TMDL. Collection of core monitoring species 
occurred in all areas according to the study design. A total of 35 days were sampled with three of 
these days unsuccessful in catching any fish. Field crews conducted or set 213 trawl, gill net, and 
hook and line events with 69 of these events successful in catching targeted fish. A total of 1,660 
fish were caught and kept for potential chemical analyses, meeting or surpassing the study design 
objectives depending on the fish species. 
 
This report details weekly synopses of sampling efforts and provides figures for fishing locations 
and catch results. Eight figures illustrate sampling effort at the eight station locations (Figures 1-8), 
and an additional four figures illustrate the locations where individual species were collected 
(Figures 9-12).  
 
Trip 1 - Sampling Dates: April 21-25, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson  
 
The main objective of this cruise was to target white sturgeon and white croaker from the South Bay 
Bridges area. Other objectives of this cruise included collecting shiner surfperch, jacksmelt, staghorn 
sculpin, anchovies, and striped bass.  
 
Monday, April 21st 
The sampling crew started the week by launching the vessel out of Redwood City at 0930 running 
three otter trawls in the Redwood Creek channel for target species and bait. Shiner surfperch, 
staghorn sculpin, anchovies, and two white croaker were caught. The crew then travelled south of 
Dumbarton Bridge and set two gill nets (4” square multifilament and 5” square nylon) before 
anchoring the boat to hook and line fish for the rest of the day. No white sturgeon were caught. A 
work preparation area was set up in the vessel immediately after retrieving the fish. Precautions were 
taken to keep all preparations away from possible contamination such as vessel exhaust. Tissue 
samples were immediately preserved on dry ice after each sample preparation was completed. The 
crew cleaned gill nets of debris and ended the day at 1730 hours. 
 
Tuesday, April 22nd 
The sampling crew started the day launching the vessel out of Redwood City at 0645. The crew first 
set a 1” square monofilament net to target jacksmelt and then completed ten otter trawls in the 
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Redwood Creek channel for collection of target species. The crew moved the 1” square 
monofilament net to a different location at 14:00 to soak for an hour before being pulled. Twenty-
three anchovy, one white croaker, and two jacksmelt were collected from the trawls and gill net. The 
crew did not travel south due to high winds. A work preparation area was set up in the vessel 
immediately after catching the fish. Precautions were taken to keep all preparations away from 
possible contamination such as vessel exhaust.  Tissue samples were immediately preserved on dry 
ice after the sample preparation was completed. The crew got off the water at 1700 hours.  
 
Wednesday, April 23rd 
The sampling crew started early (0645) to run an otter trawl in which no target species were caught 
but bait was kept for white sturgeon fishing. The crew then transited south of Dumbarton Bridge and 
set three nets: 4” square multifilament, 4” square nylon, and 5” square nylon gill nets. Hook and line 
fishing was conducted for six hours. No white sturgeon were caught in the gill nets or by hook and 
line. The crew transited back to the Redwood Creek Channel and conducted one trawl in which one 
white croaker was caught. The fish was prepared and put on dry ice. The crew ended the day at 
1830. 
 
Thursday, April 24th 
The day started at 0645 for the sampling crew in which the 1” square monofilament gill net was set 
in the Redwood Creek channel. The crew conducted one trawl in the channel for bait and then 
headed south of Dumbarton Bridge to set the 4” square multifilament, 4” square nylon, and 5” 
square nylon gill nets. Hook and line fishing was conducted the rest of the day in which one white 
sturgeon (1219 TL) was caught. An additional four white sturgeon (1321, 1651, 1651, 1727 TL) 
were caught in the 4” square nylon and 5” square nylon nets for a total of five of the six white 
sturgeon being caught for this location. With the unprecedented luck, the crew left the 4” 
multifilament gill net out overnight to catch the last white sturgeon. Unfortunately, the crew would 
spend another two days and two special trips before the final South Bay white sturgeon was caught. 
The crew transited back to the Redwood Creek channel to retrieve the 1” square monofilament net 
and one jacksmelt and two herring were caught. A work preparation area was set up in the vessel 
immediately after catching the fish. Precautions were taken to keep all preparations away from 
possible contamination such as vessel exhaust.  Tissue samples were immediately preserved on dry 
ice after the sample preparation was completed. The crew got off the water at 1930 hours. 
 
Friday, April 25th 
The 1” square monofilament net was set at 0710 to target jacksmelt. The crew then ran an otter trawl 
for bait and transited south to check the 4” multifilament gill net that was left out overnight. Luck 
ran out as no white sturgeon was caught so the crew reset the gill net and then set the 4” and 5” 
nylon gill nets. Two white croaker were caught in the otter trawl and six jacksmelt were caught in 
the 1” gill net. A work preparation area was set up in the vessel immediately after catching the fish. 
Precautions were taken to keep all preparations away from possible contamination such as vessel 
exhaust.  Tissue samples were immediately preserved on dry ice after the sample preparation was 
completed. The crew pulled the boat out of the water and traveled to Moss Landing arriving at 2030 
hours. 
 
Trip 2 - Sampling Dates: May 5-9, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson 
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The main objective of this cruise was to begin sampling in the central San Francisco Bay area 
targeting Oakland Inner Harbor, San Francisco Waterfront, Central Bay, Berkeley harbor, and one 
day in South Bay. The crew focused on catching California halibut, striped bass, white croaker, and 
white sturgeon.  
 
Monday, May 5th 
The sampling crew started Monday by traveling from Moss Landing and launching the vessel out of 
Oakland Inner Harbor at 0930. The crew set the 1” square monofilament gill net for jacksmelt and 
then ran seven otter trawls within the Oakland Inner Harbor channel. The gill net was checked mid-
day and then reset to fish for another five hours. The crew continued running trawls within the main 
channel. Ten Pacific sardines were caught in the gill net. The trawls yielded twenty-one white 
croaker, sixty shiner surfperch, and twenty staghorn sculpin. All fish were processed on the vessel 
and preserved on dry ice. Precautions were taken to keep all preparations away from possible 
contamination. The crew ended the day at 1700 hours. 
 
Tuesday, May 6th 
The sampling crew started the day launching the vessel out of Oakland Inner Harbor at 0645. Two 
trawls were conducted in the Matsen shipping channel in which 12 white croaker were caught, 
processed, and stored on dry ice. The crew transited out of Oakland into Central Bay to hook and 
line fish for a couple hours around Alcatraz Island targeting halibut and striped bass. No fish were 
caught so the crew moved to the San Francisco Waterfront area to set the 1” monofilament gill net 
and to trawl near McCovey Cove. While trawling, the CDFW vessel Marlin stopped the crew for 
over an hour to check their scientific collection permit before continuing their photo shoot at 
McCovey Cove and Giants stadium. Eight successful trawls were run netting one legal halibut (815 
mm TL), sixty shiner surfperch, and three staghorn sculpin. The gill net was retrieved in which forty 
jacksmelt were caught. A dissection area was set up in the vessel immediately after catching the 
halibut. Precautions were taken to keep all dissections away from possible contamination such as 
vessel exhaust. Fish workups were completed and muscle tissues were preserved on dry ice 
immediately after the respective sample preparations were finished. The crew ended the day at 1830 
hours.  
 
Wednesday, May 7th 
The sampling crew started the day launching the vessel out of Oakland Inner Harbor at 0700 and 
conducted two trawls along the Oakland Inner Harbor channel yielding eight white croaker. The fish 
were processed and stored on dry ice. The crew then transited out of the Inner Harbor conducting a 
trawl at the mouth to the Central Bay area where bait and one black surfperch were caught and 
processed. Hook and line fishing was conducted near Alcatraz Island for a couple hours targeting 
halibut and striped bass. No fish were caught so the crew transited to the San Francisco Waterfront 
to trawl for halibut near McCovey Cove. No fish were caught so the crew drove to Berkeley harbor 
where sixty shiner surfperch were caught. One more trawl was conducted in Oakland Inner Harbor 
near the US Coast Guard station but no target fish were caught. The crew ended the day at 1730 
hourrs. 
 
Thursday, May 8th 
Once again, the sampling crew launched the vessel out of Oakland Inner Harbor and conducted 14 
otter trawls along the main shipping channel. Sixteen white croaker were caught and processed 
before being put on dry ice. Three gill nets (2.6” multifilament, 3” monofilament, 4” multifilament) 
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were also set along the Alameda Rockwall to target perch, striped bass, and halibut. Two striped 
bass (605 and 768 mm TL) and two rubberlip surfperch (370 and 385 mm TL) were caught in the 
nets. Mid-day, the crew ran five trawls near McCovey Cove but no target species were caught. A 
dissection area was set up in the vessel immediately after catching the target species. Precautions 
were taken to keep all dissections away from possible contamination such as vessel exhaust. Fish 
workups were completed and muscle tissues were preserved on dry ice immediately after the sample 
preparations were finished. The crew pulled the boat out of Oakland Harbor and drove south to 
Redwood City to spend the night, ending the sampling day at 1930 hours. 
 
Friday, May 9th 
The sampling crew launched the vessel out of Redwood City at 0645 and ran a trawl for bait. Three 
white croaker and eight anchovy were also caught, processed, and stored on dry ice. The crew then 
transited south to hook and line fish for 1.5 hours to try to catch the last South Bay white sturgeon. 
Luck was not on their side so three gill nets (4” nylon, 4” multifilament, and 5” nylon) were set. The 
crew and nets fished until 1300 hours before the nets were pulled without any white sturgeon. The 
crew ended the week and traveled to Moss Landing, arriving at 1930 hours. 
 
Trip 3 - Sampling Dates: May 19-20, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson 
 
The main objective of this cruise was to target white croaker, halibut, striped bass, and other target 
species in Oakland and Central Bay. However, the work truck was broken into the second night of 
sampling and the crew had to return to Moss Landing Wednesday morning to fix the broken window 
and to replace fishing equipment. 
 
Monday, May 19th 
The crew started the week departing from Moss Landing at 0600 driving to Oakland to launch the 
boat. The crew transited across the bay to the San Francisco Waterfront where hook and line fishing 
was conducted for halibut and surfperch. No fish were caught after 7 hours and the crew returned to 
Oakland Inner Harbor where five trawls were conducted yielding 23 anchovy. Fish workup was 
completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately. The crew ended the day at 1830 
hours. 
 
Tuesday, May 20th 
The crew launched out of Oakland Inner Harbor and transited to the Central Bay area to hook and 
line fish for four hours around Alcatraz Island, Angel Island, and Berkeley Flats. No fish were 
caught. Two trawls were then conducted at slack tide in Berkeley Flats yielding one male halibut 
(700 mm TL). One trawl was also conducted along the Alameda Rockwall with no target species 
caught. The crew then transited to McCovey Cove to hook and line fish and trawl for a few hours. 
One famale halibut (860 mm TL) was caught hook and line and 60 anchovy were caught in the otter 
trawl. Fish workup was completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately after each fish 
sample was caught. Precautions were taken to keep all sample preparation away from possible 
contamination. The crew returned to the dock at 1830 hours. 
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Trip 4 - Sampling Dates: June 2-6, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson  
 
The objective of this week’s cruise was to spend the first two days in Central Bay and the San 
Francisco Waterfront targeting halibut and striped bass.  The rest of the week was spent in San Pablo 
Bay targeting the list of species from this area. 
 
Monday, June 2nd 
The crew started the week departing Moss Landing at 0600 and traveling to Oakland. The crew 
launched the boat and transited across the bay to the San Francisco Waterfront. Hook and line 
fishing and six trawls were conducted near McCovey Cove targeting halibut. After 7+ hours of 
fishing, no fish were caught. The day ended at 1900 for the crew. 
 
Tuesday, June 3rd 
The crew launched out of Oakland at 0700 and trawled for bait. After being skunked the previous 
day near McCovey Cove, the crew moved to Central Bay to hook and line fish in Berkeley Flats for 
an hour before running two otter trawls at slack tide. One female halibut (835 mm TL) was caught in 
the otter trawl. The crew then continued unsuccessfully to hook and line fish for another hour in 
Berkeley Flats. The crew transited to McCovey Cove once again to target halibut by hook and line 
and otter trawl. One female halibut (980 mm TL) was caught in the trawl. Fish workup was 
completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately after each fish sample was caught. 
Precautions were taken to keep all sample preparation away from possible contamination. The crew 
ended the day in the afternoon and travelled to Corte Madera arriving at 1830 hours. 
 
Wednesday, June 4th 
The crew began sampling the San Pablo Bay area launching out of Loch Lomond Marina at 0700. 
Three gill nets (2.6” multifilament, 4” multifilament, and 5” nylon) were set near China Camp and 
the Sisters Rocks to target striped bass and white sturgeon. While the nets were soaking, eight otter 
trawls were run along the Loch Lomond channel. The 2.6” multifilament gill net was checked and 
reset mid-day into a different location. The gill nets became clogged with algae and trash and no fish 
were caught. Otter trawling yielded 41 shiner surfperch, 20 staghorn sculpin, and 2 walleye 
surfperch. Fish workups were completed and preserved on dry ice immediately after the sample 
preparations were finished. The crew ended the day at 1830 hours.   
 
Thursday, June 5th 
The crew launched out of Loch Lomond Marina and began trawling at 0730 hours running a total of 
four trawls along the Loch Lomond Channel. Nineteen shiner surfperch, one walley surfperch, and 
one female halibut (578 mm TL) were caught in the trawls, processed, and stored on dry ice. Two 
longer otter trawls were conducted in the flats between the Loch Lomond Channel and the San 
Rafael bridge yielding two walleye surfperch. The crew then transited under the San Rafael bridge to 
the Paradise Cove area where two gill nets (2.25” and 2.6” multifilament) were set to target striped 
bass. While the nets were soaking, the crew hook and line fished for surfperch in which three 
walleye and one white surfperch were caught. The crew began picking the nets at 1545 hours 
yielding six striped bass (453-578 mm TL). Fish workup was completed on the vessel and preserved 
on dry ice immediately after each fish sample was caught. Precautions were taken to keep all sample 
preparation away from possible contamination. The crew ended the day at 2000 hours.  
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Friday, June 6th 
The crew launched out of Loch Lomond Marina and transited south towards Paradise Cove to set the 
2.6” multifilament, 3” monofilament, and 4” multifilament gill nets to target striped bass and halibut. 
While the nets soaked, hook and line fishing was conducted in the same area until noon. The nets did 
not soak as long as normal since it was a Friday and the crew had to drive back to Moss Landing, but 
the nets were unexpectedly successful in catching three male white sturgeon (1155, 1200, 1365 mm 
TL). Contrary to the previous afternoon in which six striped bass were caught, only one striped bass 
(510 mm TL) was caught in the nets this day. Fish workup was completed on the vessel and 
preserved on dry ice immediately after the nets were retrieved. Precautions were taken to keep all 
sample preparation away from possible contamination. The crew ended the day and headed back to 
Moss Landing arriving at 2000 hours. 
 
Trip 5 - Sampling Dates: June 23-June 27, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Cassandra Lamerdin, Zachary Epperson   
 
The objective of this week’s cruise was to target surfperch, halibut, and striped bass in Central Bay 
and San Pablo Bay and  to complete the second composite of white sturgeon from South Bay. 
 
Monday, June 23rd 
The crew traveled to Richmond and launched the boat out of the marina. A 2.25” multifilament gill 
net was set along the Richmond Channel. The crew then transited across the bay to Paradise Cove 
where the 2.6” multifilament and 3” monofilament gill nets were set. While the nets were soaking, 
the crew hook and line fished a couple hours targeting surfperch around Paradise Cove and nearby 
rocky shores. No fish were caught so the crews returned to Paradise Cove to retrieve the nets. Three 
striped bass (495, 515, 533 mm TL) were caught. The crew transited across the bay back to the 
Richmond Channel where the crew hook and line fished and conducted one otter trawl before 
retrieving the gill net. One female halibut (550 mm TL) was caught in the otter trawl. Fish workups 
were completed and muscle tissues were preserved on dry ice immediately after the fish were 
brought on the vessel. The crew ended the day at 1800 and drove to Corte Madera.  
 
Tuesday, June 24th 
The field crew began the day at 0700 launching out of Loch Lomond harbor transiting across the bay 
to the Richmond Channel. Two gill nets (3” monofilament and 4” multifilament) were set within the 
Channel before a trawl was run for bait for hook and line fishing in the area. The nets were retrieved 
in the lunch time hour with no fish being caught in the morning. The crew transited across the bay 
back to San Pablo. The 3” monofilament net was set near the San Rafael Bridge and then four trawls 
were run in the area. No fish were caught. The winds were really strong this day so the crew ended 
early at 1730 hours. 
 
Wednesday, June 25th 
The crew departed the hotel and drove to Sausalito to launch from the local ramp. However, the 
ramp is no longer open to the public so the crew had to drive back to Loch Lomond to launch. Four 
trawls were run within the channel and in the flats area between the San Rafael Bridge. The crew 
transited south to Paradise Cove to set the 3” monofilament gill net and then over to Sausalito to 
hook and line fish along the shoreline for three hours. Only one walleye surfperch was caught from 
the hook and line fishing event, and it was processed and put on dry ice for storage. The crew ended 
a long, tough day at 1830 hours.   
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Thursday, June 26th 
The crew launched out of Loch Lomond and set the 3” monofilament gill net near the Sisters Rocks 
to target striped bass. Eleven trawls targetting halibut were run along the flats area between the Loch 
Lomond channel and San Rafael Bridge. One striped bass (645 mm TL) was caught in the net and 
one female halibut (560 mm TL) was caught in the otter trawl. The crew pulled the boat out of the 
water and drove to Redwood City to spend the night. 
 
Friday, June 27th 
The crew started the day at 0630 launching the vessel from the Redwood City launch ramp. Three 
otter trawls were conducted for bait with one target barred surfperch also being caught. The fish was 
processed and put on dry ice. The crew then transited out of the channel and south to set two gill 
nets (4” multifilament and 5” nylon) to target the last white sturgeon from South Bay. The crew 
anchored and began hook and line fishing. Within the first 30 minutes of fishing, Rusty caught what 
would be the last white sturgeon from South Bay. Once the fish was on board and processed, the gill 
nets were retrieved and the crew headed back to Moss Landing for an early Friday arrival. 
 
Trip 6 - Sampling Dates: June 30-July 3, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson 
 
The objective of this week’s cruise was to begin fishing in the Suisun Bay area targeting white 
sturgeon, striped bass, and other target species from this area. Special effort was made to catch 
shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin to aid in a Suisun Bay TMDL assessment. Because of this 
effort, new station codes were created for Suisun Bay (207SUISUN) and Carquinez Straits 
(206CARQNZ) to differentiate fish caught in these areas from San Pablo Bay, which included these 
areas in past sampling years. A couple days were also spent in Vallejo and the Napa River targeting 
striped bass and white sturgeon. 
 
Monday, June 30th 
The crew drove to the city of Martinez to launch the boat and then transited across the channel to 
conduct two trawls outside and inside of the Benicic Marina. Four shiner surfperch and two staghorn 
sculpin were caught, processed, and stored on dry ice. The crew then transited into Suisun Bay to the 
Montezuma Slough area where three gill nets (3” monofilament, 4” multifilament, and 5” nylon) 
were set to target white sturgeon and striped bass. While the nets soaked, five trawls were conducted 
in the area looking for shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin but none were caught. Hook and line 
fishing was also conducted for 2.5 hours with no legal-sized target fish caught. The nets were also 
empty when retrieved. The crew returned to the Carquinez area to conduct one trawl along the 
Martinez side of the channel with no target fish caught. The crew ended the day at 1900 hours. 
 
Tuesday, July 1st 
The day began launching out of Martinez and running across the channel to conduct four trawls in 
the Benicia Marina. Five shiner surfperch and 6 staghorn sculpin were caught, processed, and stored 
on dry ice. The crew ran across the channel to the Martinez side to set the 3” monofilament gill net 
to target striped bass. A trawl was also run looking for shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin but 
none were caught. The crew then transited to the Montezuma Slough area to set three gill nets (4” 
multifilament, 4” nylon, and 5” nylon). Hook and line fishing was conducted for six hours without 
any legal target fish being caught. The nets were retrieved with one large striped bass (890 mm TL) 
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caught in the 4” multifilament net. Fish workup was completed on the vessel and preserved on dry 
ice immediately after the nets were retrieved. Precautions were taken to keep all sample preparation 
away from possible contamination. The crew ran back to Benicia Marina conducting two trawls 
yielding two shiner surfperch and one staghorn sculpin, which were processed and stored 
immediately on dry ice. The crew ended the day at 1930 hours. 
 
Wednesday, July 2nd 
After getting skunked on white sturgeon in Suisun Bay the first two days of the trip, the crew 
launched out of Vallejo to target them in the Napa River as it enters Vallejo. The 5” nylon and 3” 
monofilament gill nets were set for white sturgeon and striped bass, respectively, first thing in the 
morning as “tester” nets. The crew then anchored and fished for a couple hours with no luck. The 
nets were checked mid-day without any fish and then re-set. Three trawls were run in the Vallejo 
channel to get fresh bait. The 4” multifilament and 4” nylon (floated) gill nets were set so four nets 
were fishing in the afternoon. The crew anchored again to hook and line fish for another five hours. 
One male white sturgeon (1220 mm TL) was caught hook and line. No fish were caught in the nets. 
The white sturgeon was processed immediately after being caught and stored on dry ice. The crew 
ended the day at 1900 hours. 
 
Thursday, July 3rd 
The crew started the day launching out of Vallejo again conducting trawls for bait. Two gill nets (4” 
multifilament and 5” nylon) were set beginning at 0800 hours before the crew hook and line fished 
for a few hours. The nets were checked mid-day and then the 4” nylon gill net was set before hook 
and line fishing resumed until 1400 hours. The three nets were retrieved with one striped bass (638 
mm TL) caught in the 4” nylon net. The striped bass was processed immediately and stored on dry 
ice. The crew pulled the boat out of the water and travelled back to Moss Landing in holiday traffic 
ending the day at 1930 hours. 
 
Trip 7 - Sampling Dates: July 21-July 25, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson 
 
The objective of this week’s cruise was to target surfperch and striped bass in Central Bay, halibut 
and striped bass in San Pablo Bay, and white sturgeon, striped bass, shiner surfperch, and staghorn 
sculpin in Suisun Bay. 
 
Monday, July 21st 
The crew drove to Oakland to launch the vessel and then transited outside of the Inner Harbor to 
conduct trawls for surfperch. Fourteen trawls were run netting four white surfperch, three barred 
surfperch, four black surfperch, and two walleye surfperch. Twelve smaller barred surfperch were 
also kept in case juvenile fish wanted to be analyzed. The fish were processed and stored on dry ice. 
The 2.25” multifilament gill net was set in this area during the higher tide to target surfperch. No 
fish were caught when the net was retrieved 2.5 hours later. The crew transited to the Alameda 
Rockwall where four trawls were run parallel to the wall. Three black, one pile, seven white, and 
one walleye surfperch were caught. Eight juvenile black surfperch were also caught and kept 
separate in case the RMP wanted to analyze juvenile fish. One female halibut (570 mm TL) was also 
caught. Fish workup was completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately after the fish 
were retrieved. Precautions were taken to keep all sample preparation away from possible 
contamination. The crew ended a productive day and returned to the launch ramp at 1900 hours. 
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Tuesday, July 22nd 
The crew launched out of Oakland Inner Harbor and transited to the entrance to the Central Bay 
area. The 2.25” and 2.6” multifilament gill nets were set to target surfperch and striped bass. 
Trawling was then conducted in the vicinity yielding one black surfperch and bait. The crew then 
transited to Alcatraz Island to fish hook and line for striped bass for a couple hours. No fish were 
caught so the crew transited back across the bay to the Alameda Rockwall where the 3” 
monofilament gill net was set for striped bass. While the net soaked, nine trawls were run along the 
Rockwall. Twenty black, nine pile, one barred, and ten white surfperch were caught, processed, and 
stored on dry ice. The crew picked up the three gill nets with only the 2.6” multifilament net 
producing one striped bass (680 mm TL). The striped bass workup was completed on the vessel and 
preserved on dry ice immediately after the fish was retrieved. Precautions were taken to keep all 
sample preparation away from possible contamination. The crew ended another productive day and 
returned to the launch ramp at 1830 hours. 
 
Wednesday, July 23rd 
Once again, the crew launched out of Oakland Inner Harbor and transited into the Central Bay to 
conduct two trawls along the Alameda Rockwall. Four black, one barred, and one white surfperch 
were caught in the trawls, processed, and stored on dry ice. The crew then transited to Centra Bay 
area outside of the Oakland Inner Harbor area and conducted two more trawls. The 3” monofilament 
gill net was also set for eight hours. No target fish were caught in the trawls or net. The crew moved 
to Alcatraz Island to target striped bass; however, one female halibut (774 mm TL) was caught. The 
halibut was processed immediately and put on dry ice. The crew pulled the boat out of the water and 
drove to Corte Madera to stay the night. The day ended at 1830 hours for the crew. 
 
Thursday, July 24th 
The crew launched out of Loch Lomond Marina and transited out to the Sisters Rocks to target 
striped bass by setting the 3” monofilament gill net. The crew then headed back to the Loch Lomond 
channel to trawl for bait. Two trawls were also conducted in the flats area between the channel and 
the San Rafael bridge. One trawl yielded four black, one barred, and one white surfperch. The fish 
were processed and stored on dry ice immediately. The crew then headed into San Pablo Bay proper 
near the Pumphouse where they connected the 4” multifilament and 5” nylon gill nets and drifted 
them along the surface with the tidal current push. After two hours of drifting, the nets were 
retrieved without any sturgeon or striped bass. The crew then transited south to the Paradise Cove 
area where the 2.6” mulitifilament and 3” monofilament gill nets were set for a few hours to target 
striped bass. Hook and line fishing was also conducted yielding one female halibut (774 mm TL). 
The halibut was processed and stored on dry ice. No fish were caught in the gill nets. The crew 
returned to Loch Lomond to pull the boat and then headed to Benicia to spend the night. The crew 
ended the day at 1930 hours. 
 
Friday, July 25th 
The crew launched out of Martinez and headed into Suisun Bay. The crew set 4” multifilament and 
5” nylon gill nets near the Moth Ball fleet along the inside of the main channel. The crew then 
transited to the Montezuma Slough area and set the 3” monofilament and 4” nylon gill nets. The 
crew then headed to the north side of Ryer Island to hook and line fish along the channel. A lot of 
white sturgeon were jumping around the area but none were caught. The crew also ran two trawls 
along the channel to check for shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin. but none were caught. The 
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crew headed south towards the Naval Weapons Station and conducted a trawl, but no shiner 
surfperch or staghorn sculpin were caught. The four gill  nets were retrieved in the afternoon with 
one striped bass (800 mm TL) caught in the 3” monofilament net. The striped bass workup was 
completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately. Precautions were taken to keep all 
sample preparation away from possible contamination. The crew pulled the boat and returned to 
Moss Landing arriving at 1930 hours. 
 
Trip 8 - Sampling Dates: August 4-August 7, 2014 
Sampling Crew: Rusty Fairey, Marco Sigala, Zachary Epperson 
 
The objective of this week’s cruise was to target white sturgeon and striped bass in Suisun Bay and 
shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin in Carquinez Straits. 
 
Monday, August 4th 
The crew drove from Moss Landing to Martinez launching the vessel out of the marina and heading 
out to Suisun Bay where the 2.6” multifilament and 4” nylon gill nets were set near Montezuma 
Slough. The crew then headed to Ryer Island to set the 3” monofilament, 4” multifilament, and 5” 
nylon gill nets in the channel area between Ryer Island and Simmons Island. The crew then 
anchored to hook and line fish. One male white sturgeon was caught in the 5” nylon net. The white 
sturgeon workup was completed on the vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately. Precautions 
were taken to keep all sample preparation away from possible contamination. The crew ended the 
day at 1900 hours. 
 
Tuesday, August 5th 
The crew launched out of Martinez and transited towards Benicia Marina where a 2.6” multifilament 
gill net was set ouside of it. Three trawls were run inside the marina yielding one shiner surfperch 
and one staghorn sculpin. The fish were processed and put on dry ice. The crew then headed to the 
south side of Carquinez Straits to run two trawls and to set the 3” monofilmanet gill net. No target 
fish were caught in the trawls but one striped bass (488 mm TL) was caught, processed, and stored 
on dry ice. After fishing in Carquinez, the crew transited to Ryer Island to set the 4” multifilament, 
4” nylon, and 5” nylon gill nets to soak for about six hours. The crew hook and line fished while the 
nets were soaking. No fish were caught by hook and line or in the gill nets. The crew ended the day 
at 1930 hours. 
 
Wednesday, August 6th 
Once again, the crew launched out of Martinez and headed towards Suisun Bay and the Naval 
Weapons Station on the southern edge. The 2.6” multifilament and 3” monofilament gill nets were 
set along a small channel near the land edge. The crew then headed north towards Ryer Island to set 
the 4” multifilament, 4” nylon, and 5” nylon gill nets. The crew then transited to the Moth Ball fleet 
area to conduct an open water trawl to check for shiner surfperch and staghorn sculpin. None were 
caught. The crew then headed back to the Benicia Marina in Carquinez Straits to conduct six trawls. 
Five shiner surfperch and two staghorn sculpin were caught, processed, and stored on dry ice. The 
crew then transited back to Ryer Island to hook and line fish for three hours. Five juvenile striped 
bass were caught and kept for possible TMDL analyses since no shiner surfperch or staghorn sculpin 
were caught in Suisun Bay. The gill nets were retrieved starting at 15:10 with the 4” multifilament 
net yielding the last white sturgeon (male, 1180 mm TL) needed to complete the composite. The 
2.6” multifilament net yielded one striped bass (598 mm TL). Fish workup was completed on the 
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vessel and preserved on dry ice immediately. Precautions were taken to keep all sample preparation 
away from possible contamination. The crew ended the day at 1930 hours. 
 
Thursday, August 7th 
This day was the last sampling day for the 2014 RMP sampling season. The crew launched out of 
Martinez and headed across the channel to Benicia Marina. Five trawls were run yielding six shiner 
surfperch. The crew then headed south across the channel to conduct two trawls yielding eleven 
staghorn sculpin. The fish were processed and stored on dry ice. The crew pulled the boat and drove 
back to Moss Landing with the project completed. After cleaning the boat and equipment, the day 
ended for the crew at 1730 hours. 
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Figure 1: Fishing Effort in South Bay Bridges – South 
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Figure 2: Fishing Effort in South Bay Bridges – North 
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Figure 3: Fishing Effort in San Francisco Waterfront 
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Figure 4: Fishing Effort in Oakland Inner Harbor 
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Figure 5: Fishing Effort in Berkeley
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* Trawl and gill net locations usually have two points associated with one collection
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Figure 6: Fishing Effort in Central Bay 
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Figure 7: Fishing Effort in San Pablo Bay 
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Figure 8: Fishing Effort in Suisun Bay and Carquinez Straits 
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Figure 9: White Croaker and Perch species Collections 
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Figure 10: Shiner Surfperch and Pacific Staghorn Sculpin Collections 
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Figure 11: California Halibut, Striped Bass, and White Sturgeon Collections
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Figure 12: Jacksmelt, Northern Anchovy, Pacific Herring, and Pacific Sardine Collections 
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